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Abs tra c t
Economy globalization and information technology revolution give a tremendous impact to higher
education in Indonesia. When a national education institution cannol respond to the globalization
challenge, the institution is expected to lose its role in the society During the development of the
new era of economy, institution competitiveness is dependable on the level of knowledge that can
be institutionalized into an organization discipline in which it is coming from the human resources.
The process in creating the organizational knowledge is happened through the interaction
between members inside the organization, so there is a conversion of tacit knowledge into explicit
knowledge fundamentally and continuously. The knowledge transformation line is functioned as
Integrator and mixer the knowledge the individual learning result into organization's human
capital. This research sees the quality of knowledge transformat ion line in order to achieve the
competitiveness. The respondents are the student of Ciputra University, by using questionnaire in
order to measure the 4 indicators of knowledge transformation. The data was analyzed by using
Factor Analysis. The result of the study shows that these 4 indicators of knowledge
transformation are confirmed. It indicates that without the knowledge transformation line, hard
work and employees' comm itment won't result in an organization's additional point.
Keywords: Co m pet itiv e Advantage, Trans forma tion, Knowledge Management, High er
Education
lIntroducti on
Globality is not a new and different
em for globalization, it's the name for a new
rd different global reality in which all be
competing with everyone , from everywhere,
, everything , Globality implies many
unlries, economies, markets , locations and
'acililies. There are no centers . Globality
encompasses the use of more than one
i alegy or
approach for different culture ,
oroducts and services , customers, times and
:ompetitive situations.
The .Ieaders of the challenger
companies will fell in the ir guts that they
nave a tremendous amount to gain in the era
o globality, that they can become the new
~obal players, call the shots , gobble up
"larkets, and stride boldly across the world ,
ihe leaders of incumbents will sense that
~ey have much more to lose than the
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challengers do share stature , dominance,
talent , intellectual poverty , and jobs.
During
the
earlier
phases
of
globalization, many compan ies saw go ing
globa l as a cho ice ; they cou ld make a
decision to participate in the phenomenon by
operating in low-cost coun tries , seeking out'
foreign markets , and availing themselves of
global supply cha in resou rces ,
Perhaps the most important and
fundamenta l of the resources is knowledge .
The challengers have been. able to seize on
educationa l
an
incr easable
array
of
opportun ities . wh ich , for many, has meant
studying ab road .
The scope , speed . and ease of the
access to all these resources and many
others have been increased substantially by
a number oJ ot her factors , includi ng new
commu nicat ions tech nolog ies ; the fflil ing of
trade barriers , streamlined and favorable
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